Abstract
Virtual platforms are gaining significant importance in early design tests of embedded software as it helps to re-design or optimize the system well ahead in time and keeps flaws minimal in the production stage. As embedded system’s size gets smaller, expensive resources like memory are limited. Hence memory needs to be managed efficiently and optimally. Memory leak is a serious issue that leads to wastage of expensive memory. We propose a novel approach to detect memory leaks in early design stages of soft real-time systems with no garbage collection. Our approach utilizes a virtual platform modeled in SystemC at an abstract level using Transaction Level Modeling. The software under test is run on top of this model. Potential memory leaks in the software are detected by applying a novel hybrid method combining both static and dynamic approaches. In early design stages where a real execution environment and complete executable software are unavailable, a simulation environment and a virtual platform are necessary. Virtual platforms provide flexibility to change the target architecture to be tested. Our proposed approach runs on the virtual platform we implement. This makes our approach faster and provides early results.
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1. Introduction
With increasing design complexity, the early design tests of software become a crucial factor in electronic systems design. It helps to redesign or optimize the system at early design stages. This keeps flaws minimal in the production stage of embedded systems.

As embedded systems size gets smaller and smaller, memory becomes a crucial resource which needs to be managed efficiently and optimally. Inefficient memory management leads to severe memory problems which may result in system failures. Such flaws if detected early will lead to better designs with better performance.

Memory leak is the main memory related problem in soft real time systems and are considered as "hidden" problems that are hard to detect [23]. A memory leak is a memory location which is not freed after its use by the program, and hence unavailable for other components to re-use, as it is still reserved. A program causing leak allocate more and more memory over time leading the system to eventually run out of memory and fail. However, the code at the point of failure often has nothing to do with the leak and hence they are hard to detect. In soft real-time systems, where dynamic memory management is common, memory leaks have higher probability, especially for non-garbage collecting environments. Manual detection of leaks is tedious as they are hidden and hard to reproduce without any immediate symptoms. Hence an automated approach detecting leaks that is efficient and fast is needed.

Today, embedded systems software development is mainly conducted by virtual system prototypes, in combination with simulation-based approaches at different abstraction and refinement levels [20]. Memory leak, which is an important aspect to be tested at early design stages, could be effectively analyzed with virtual platforms. In this paper we introduce a novel approach to detect memory leaks with the help of virtual platforms. Existing approaches for memory leak detection are carried out at source code level or at actual run time [9], [12], whereas our approach is carried out at simulated abstract levels which makes early design tests feasible and are much faster than actual runs. We focus on memory leak detection in soft real-time systems with non-garbage collecting environments.

The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work in memory leak detection. Section 3 explains our approach for leak detection. Section 4 summarizes the paper and mentions the key challenges and future extensions of our work.

2. Related Work
In literature various methodologies are available to detect memory leaks, which could be classified into two main categories: static and dynamic.
2.1 Static Methods

Static methods assume the availability of source code or any other static form of the target software. These methods involve leak detection without actual execution. They have the advantage that they do not necessitate the availability of the execution environment and are much faster.

Approaches using Shape Graph [7], pointer analysis [25], escape analysis [30], shape analysis [11], contradiction analysis [24], liveness analysis [27], ownership model [14, 15], procedural summaries [6], bi-abductive inferences [18], and value flow [4, 28] are some of the prominent ones. LCLInt is a static leak detection tool which annotates the source code with formal specifications [9].

Although these approaches have above mentioned advantages, there are certain disadvantages too. These methods detect leaks to a certain extent, and are not capable of detecting all kinds of leaks, especially the ones that arise during actual run time such as leaks due to dynamic references [17]. Static methods are useful only to a certain extent and do not provide enough accuracy or guarantee to prevent crashes arising from memory anomalies during execution.

2.2 Dynamic Methods

Most of the memory anomalies appear in dynamic scenarios. Dynamic methods involve the actual execution of the tasks, and hence are much more accurate than the static methods in detecting leaks. Reference counting, reachability analysis and liveness are some of the prominent methods used [1, 2].

Purify [12], Cork [17], Leakbot [19], Sleigh [1] are the most prominent state-of-the-art dynamic approaches. Other approaches include Hound [22] and SWAT [13]. [31] introduces object ownership profiling at runtime to detect leaks. Leakpoint [5] is yet another dynamic approach to pinpoint the leak and its location. Leakpruning [2], Plug [21], and Leaksurvivor [29] are other approaches to minimize the damage caused by leaks at runtime. [26] is a leak detection approach for android systems via PCB hooking. Apart from these there are several leak detection tools available commercially and non-commercially such as mtrace and valgrind [8].

A major limitation of these approaches and tools are that they require the program tested to be actually executed, which mandates the execution environment and its dependencies. Leak detection at execution also implies more overhead and this affects the overall performance.

The approach we propose is a hybrid approach which combines the advantages of both static and dynamic methodologies.

3. Virtual Memory Modeling

3.1 Simulation Framework

Early design tests are important in scenarios where software is developed in modules independently and integrated later. Hence a final test is possible only after all the modules are ready. Moreover, the real target environment may not be available at hand or it may be too expensive to afford just for testing. Hence there should be some sort of early design environments available to test these modules independent of the availability of the whole project. The simulation environment gains importance here. Simulations have the advantage that they are fast, re-usable and could be customized for each individual case and at the same time not expensive as the real hardware or the platform. It provides almost the same accuracy in terms of performance and other tests and is flexible and portable.

In order to efficiently explore the design space, designers need models of the embedded software running in its execution environment, providing rapid and early feedback about effects of design decisions, such as the chosen scheduling strategy. Models at higher levels of abstraction with fast simulation speeds with enough accuracy are needed [20]. Moreover each design targets a different architecture, and hence simulation environment provides flexibility to adapt different architecture without great changes to the execution environment.

The ARTOS (Abstract Real-Time Operating System) is a simulation framework developed by C-LAB, in order to simulate and analyze the schedulability of real time tasks [32]. This framework currently estimates the performance in terms of time consumed for the tasks and thereby determines the failures or design alternatives, which could improve the time. In this framework there is already a platform with various APIs to abstract the software and to run it for determining the run time of the tasks [32]. Currently ARTOS does not consider the memory transactions of the simulated software. Therefore we propose to integrate our memory model into ARTOS, and thereby provide a common platform to carry out timing analysis and detect memory leaks simultaneously.

3.2 Memory Management Model

We follow an abstract implementation of memory management, where transactions involving memory requests and allocations are of major focus. The memory model is basically a transaction level model, where the emphasis is given to the transactions occurring between memory requesting object and the memory object allocated. We implement the model using TLM library in SystemC [3, 10]. Transaction-level modeling (TLM) is a high-level approach for modeling digital systems where details of communication among modules are separated from the details of the implementation of functional units or of the communication architecture. Communication mechanisms are modeled as channels and are presented to modules using SystemC interface classes. Transaction requests take place by calling interface functions of these channel models which encapsulate low-level details of the information exchange [3]. This makes it easier for the system-level designer to conduct experiments on the required abstraction level, without the need to consider other dependencies required for the actual execution and behavioral correctness. Our model in TLM will initially include the basic request-allocate process and later a paging/segmentation model. The available memory in our model is considered as fixed-sized blocks for the respective target architecture.
A memory arbiter would be responsible for servicing the requests arriving from the tested software. The requests generated by the design under test are encapsulated and abstracted and passed to the memory arbiter. The arbiter checks for the available memory in the free memory area. The best-fit algorithm is used to allocate the most suitable sized memory block [23]. The acknowledgement and the allocated block with size and address are passed back to the requested entity. If there is no available free memory, the request is not served, and a request denial is sent back instead ofacknowledgement by the arbiter. All these transactions are finally SystemC calls. An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 1.

### 3.3 Memory Leak Detection

Our approach of leak detection follows a hybrid model. The software under test undergoes static analysis before it is executed on the virtual model. The static analysis involves an automated control flow graph generation technique adopted from our previous work [16] as shown in Figure 2. The source code of the software to be tested is first disassembled. A graph based approach with automated labeling of basic blocks of the program is developed and the graph is then compacted for efficient detection of leaks.

Memory request-allocate paths are plotted on the graph with the help of disassembled code analysis. Each of such paths is checked for the corresponding free method for any allocate method. A one-to-one mapping is generated from the graph for allocate and free methods. If such a mapping is missing for any allocate function, a leak is notified and the corresponding location and object is marked.

Next step is the dynamic analysis, where the software to test is run at an abstract level on the virtual memory model. The memory request calls (e.g. malloc), are encapsulated, and such function calls are redirected to the respective calls to the arbiter in the memory model. The arbiter according to the availability of the memory responds with an acknowledgement or request denial message back to the requested object. A memory control block is generated for each block of memory in the model. The memory control block is responsible to keep track of used and free memory blocks. After each allocation process in the model, the status of simulated memory in the virtual model is tested with the help of all memory control blocks. In liveness analysis method [2] the object requesting memory is checked if it still exists, otherwise the memory allocated is reclaimed. Similarly the methods of reference counting [1] is applied, where in the pointer references are tracked down to check if any unused memory is producing a leak. The reachability [2] approach is applied to check if any of the still live memory requesting and allocated objects are reachable via any pointer references at the end of the execution; and if unreachable it is considered a leak. At the end of each execution, the memory allocation pattern in the model is verified and the probability of various leaks reported through the above three methods are analyzed with various number of executions. The leak and the probability of leak occurrence are generated for further optimizations in the software.

Currently we consider C and C++ programs as our test cases along with gcc compiler. The target architecture we consider is ARM9, with virtual ARM integrator CP development board.

### 4. Conclusion and Future work

Memory leaks are serious problems in resource constrained embedded environments and need to be fixed at early stages of design, especially in non-garbage collecting environments. A fast and efficient leak detection system at early stages of development is required. We proposed a novel hybrid memory leak detection method in a simulation environment that can support different target architectures. The memory model is implemented at an abstract level using Transaction Level Modeling. The software under test is run at an abstract level on top of this model. Our proposed approach is aimed to be faster, since the analysis is done on top of a virtual platform with simulation. The main challenges include the optimization of simulation time, and we aim to make the simulation as fast as possible, along with precision. Our approach is intended for non-garbage collecting environments as the probability of leaks are higher in such environments.

The future work on this methodology includes the extension of the memory model to detect other memory problems such as fragmentation and corruptions. Moreover we need to have support for other languages and compilers, to make our model more generic. Another extension in this direction would be to incorporate this model to the ARTOS framework, so that users can have both memory and process related checks under one common framework.
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